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� e Cross-Border Magazine is a Salesupply initiative which is carried out as a joint project 
with our valued partners; PayPal, Intershop, Ecommerce Europe, eShopWorld, Bleckmann, 

eTail and many more.

� e magazine can only exist if we can rely on strong partners who like to share their experencies and know-how 
about cross-border topics. Sharing knowledge is key for helping e-merchants become more successfull abroad 

and will directly eff ect the growth of their business. 
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FOREWORD

HYBRID FULFILMENT MODELS

It is twenty-four years since the fi rst online purchase was made. 
Twenty-four years may seem a long time in retail, but I would 
argue it is the past three years that have seen the greatest pace 

of change. For example, just this past week I was travelling to a 
meeting in Germany, and I managed to leave my phone charger 
behind in the offi  ce. I could have walked into a shop and bought 
one on my way to the hotel. However, there is no need: I simply 
used my mobile to place an order, the charger shipped the same 
day and was waiting for me at the hotel when I arrived. 

Next day delivery, free delivery, free returns – these are what the 
modern generation of shopper expects. � is is the new normal. And 
this is what the current spate of retail casualties have failed to grasp.

For retailers, achieving this (and more importantly profi tably) 
requires a rethink in their logistics model. We call this hybrid 
fulfi lment. Where retailers would have served customers from one 

huge central warehouse, today, networks of smaller regional ware-
houses allow retailers to get closer to shoppers. Cutting out this 
physical distance signifi cantly reduces shipping times and costs.

Online giant Amazon is a prime example (forgive the pun). With 
multiple warehouses in each of their most popular countries, 
Amazon reach shoppers for many products in just hours. For 
smaller retailers, the number of warehouses will be fewer, with 
a regional rather than individual country focus. However, the 
greatest advantage actually lies with those retailers with physical 
shops. Utilising brick-and-mortar shops as mini distribution 
centres reduces the distance to shoppers even further. In addition, 
it off ers shoppers extra fl exibility with options such as in-store 
reservation, click & collect, and free in-store returns. 

To exploit this advantage to the fullest, retailers must off er 
a seamless connection between their distribution centres 
(whether traditional warehouses or physical shops), and 
shoppers. Allowing retailers to ship each customer order from 
the most optimal fulfi lment location (in terms of distance, cost, 
speed, customer delivery choice and stock-holding levels). For 
customers, this not only means access to quicker, cheaper, and 
more fl exible shipping options, but also access to the retailer’s 
entire stock pool, cutting down on disappointing out of stock 
situations considerably.

You may be reading this and thinking that this all sounds 
great, but diffi  cult. True, it is diffi  cult, but the juice is worth the 
squeeze. With retailers achieving 20-40% sales uplift through 
enabling shop-based fulfi lment, and 10-15% shipping savings 
through hybrid fulfi lment models. In my opinion, hybrid 
fulfi lment is the strongest weapon in a retailer’s arsenal today. 
Retailers must ensure they remain close to the customers of 
today and the future. 

Enda Breslin is Head of International Sales at Radial, an 
e-commerce logistics and omni-channel technology company
that specialises in helping retailers connect with customers on a
global scale. ••
 
Yours,
Enda Breslin

Enda Breslin is Head of International Sales at Radial, an e-commerce 
logistics and omni-channel technology company that specialises in 
helping retailers connect with customers on a global scale.

~ Welcome ~
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COLUMN
Battle of the brands

Being a brand is not easy in today’s time. Do you need to sell through retailers 
and e-tailers, do you need to use marketplaces or just sell direct to the consum-
er? One thing that seems to be for sure is that marketplaces are more important 

than ever. While helping big, mid-sized and even small brands to sell better interna-
tionally, I can see brands struggle with their strategy. Even though there are many that 
would like to remain independent, there is this pressure, feel or need for brands to be 
present on Amazon, eBay, CDiscount, Alibaba and any other platform giant you can 
think off . If you talk to the brand owners they would rather not sell on these platforms, 
but the feeling, ”If you can’t beat them, join them” is leading, especially when market-
places are starting to take over the search journey for a product from Google.   

� e size of a brand is only of minor relevance when it comes to deciding what 
strategy to follow. Big brands, just as small brands, have to think about the conse-
quences, resources, and ultimately all the choices that have to be made when adding 
or removing a sales channel. Recently, I have noticed that brands have started to 
reconsider their urge from a few years ago to be present everywhere. It seems results 
on diff erent platforms have had an impact on the enthusiasm 
of e-commerce managers, who promised to go live on all these 
platforms.

Going live is not a guarantee of more sales. We Are Pentagon, an 
online marketplace service provider, describes this as the adage 
‘plan to fail and fail to plan’. � eir service focuses on a solution for 
entering marketplaces, but depends on the willingness of a brand. It 
typically illustrates the desire to succeed on a platform, which has to 
do with a brands’ image, the local market, resources and more.

So what will be next in the marketplace platform business? We 
will see growth, extensive growth most likely, of these plat-
forms. � ey will be powerful, as they have much more data on 
which they can adjust their selling strategy. As a lot of experts 
in e-commerce state: marketplaces are in control. Research by 
InRiver indicates that brand pages are attracting less visitors in 
the UK when consumers start their journey for a new product. It 
shows only one in ten visit a brand’s page when looking online 
for products and that Amazon is the go-to source for many 
online shoppers (45%). Of course, this is UK-focused research, 
but it indicates a change in a (mature) market. Starting to look 
on marketplaces is more common than ever. Let us see what 
happens, as the position of marketplaces will only become more 
important, as brands are fi nding their way in this online jungle.

Enjoy reading!

Jeroen Leenders,
Founder Cross-Border Magazine  
info@cross-border-magazine.com  

COLOFON
FOUNDER & PUBLISHER JEROEN LEENDERS

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF NICO HOEIJMANS

EDITOR PHOEBE HARDING

GRAPHICS DESIGN & LAYOUT FEMKE HOOGLAND

WEBSITE: WWW.CROSS-BORDER-MAGAZINE.COM

If you are interested in learning more about sponsorship or 
advertising opportunities or you would like to discuss creating 
a customised plan to meet the needs of your company, please 
contact: info@cross-border-magazine.com 
� e Cross-Border Magazine is owned and published by Salesupply BV. 
No person, organisation or party can copy or re-produce the content 
of the Cross-Border Magazine or any part of this publication 
without a written consent from the editor-in-chief or publisher. 
� e publisher, authors and contributors reserve their rights with 
regards to copyright of their work.

~ Founder ~
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Laurence Guy is founder and CEO of Pentagon Group. As a former eBay power seller, 
he knows the challenges of selling on marketplaces from fi rst-hand experience. Having 
lived in Bangkok for two years, he has expanded the operations of We Are Pentagon in 
Asia by establishing offi  ces in Tokyo and Singapore. He talks to us about the current state 
of marketplaces in today’s e-commerce and provides us with his vision on what they will 
evolve into in coming years. 

HOW TO SET UP 
FOR GLOBAL 
SUCCESS
HOW WE ARE PENTAGON SUPPORTS BIG 
BRANDS TO OVERCOME CHALLENGES WHEN 
ENTERING MARKETPLACES WORLDWIDE.

Text: Nico Hoeijmans // Photos: We Are Pentagon, Stock

We Are Pentagon
We Are Pentagon is a specialist online 
marketplace provider. Th e Group consists of 

three interrelated solutions: managed service, managed 
retail and managed marketplaces. Each solution is powered 
by Pentagon’s software platform that integrates to seventy 
marketplace channels globally. “It is the backbone of our 
business,” says Guy. “Th e service division consists of more 
than a hundred experienced marketplace practitioners, who 
manage store launches, run campaigns, create promotions, 
transform data and provide customer services in multiple 
languages for brands across the world. Th e retail division 
takes that proposition one step further, by acting as a 
merchant of record for leading global brands who do not have 
the capacity in international markets to manage things like 
marketplace contracts, shipping and logistics, local taxes and 
regulations, localisation and more. Th e managed marketplace 
solution is designed for organisations with established 
audiences, who are looking for a partner to build and manage 
their own marketplace.” 

Strategic review
In 2015, We Are Pentagon undertook a strategic review of its 
business, resulting in a three-year transformation plan that 
would see the company pivot from being a domestic service 
provider in the United Kingdom for eBay and Amazon to 
a global e-commerce enabler. “We believed that our cross-
border solution should be powered by our own technology 
and that we needed a merchant of record proposition,” Guy 
explains, continuing; “You also cannot support a global 
business without having a global presence. We now integrate 
to a very wide range of marketplaces globally, from Mexico to 
Korea, and we have three offi  ces in Asia to complement our 
European operations.”

“We believe that we are now in a great position to deal with the 
explosive growth we expect in coming years. Having staff  who 
understand the local language and culture can build relations 
with marketplaces - that is critical. For us, Japan has been a steep 
learning curve. It would be impossible to imagine how we would 
support that market without our local Tokyo offi  ce.”

~ We Are Pentagon ~
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~ We Are Pentagon ~
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Dominant marketplaces
Online marketplaces are hot and unsurprisingly are the 
fastest growing segment of e-commerce. Conducted research1 
indicated that, last year, the top 75 marketplaces in the world 
accounted for $1.55 trillion in sales. “That’s nearly half of all 
e-commerce sales worldwide,” states Guy, “It is predicted to 
increase to two-thirds by 2022. On top of that, a Pitney Bowes 
study2 found that eight out of ten digital buyers around the 
world are using marketplaces when shopping online. There 
is an increasing number of consumers who start their online 
shopping journey by using a marketplace first (67%), compared 
to 46% who use search engines first and 24% who start 
searching on social media. 

“Marketplaces are 
especially hot in Asia, 
which is the leading region 
for this way of shopping,” 
says Guy. Looking at 
research numbers from the 
Pitney Bowes study, China 
(93%), Japan (84%) and 
South-Korea (79%) are 
leading. Here, consumers 
are making at least half 
of their purchases on 
multi-merchant sites. 
Looking solely at cross-
border e-commerce, the position of marketplaces is even more 
dominant: 62% of the respondents in the survey said their 
cross-border purchases have been made on marketplaces. 

When looking at huge players like Amazon, third party sellers 
now account for one in every two units sold. In 2017, about 
25% of the platform’s revenue is generated from cross-border 
sellers. “The place of marketplaces in today’s e-commerce 
markets are right in the centre and expanding to the edges,” 
Guy states.

Evolving marketplaces
Marketplaces are ever-evolving. Dominant players like Alibaba, 
Amazon and eBay are innovating on a continual basis. But 
what will happen to them in coming years? Guy: “I expect 
there will be more consolidation in the large multi-category 
space, where Amazon and Alibaba are increasing their global 
share through huge investments and acquisitions in emerging 
regions. Illustrative examples are Amazon’s acquisition of 
Souq.com, one of the biggest marketplaces in the Middle-
East and Alibaba’s acquisition of Lazada, one of the biggest 
marketplaces in South-East Asia. Only huge companies can 
now compete with these two. They would need very, very deep 
pockets - as evidenced by Walmart’s $16 billion investment in 
Flipkart in India.” 

Something that will emerge more and increase in popularity in 
coming years are niche marketplaces that cater for a particular 

audience. “We, for example, partnered with one of the largest 
mobile operators recently to build and manage a marketplace 
for them. I believe we will be building more of these niche 
marketplaces with our technology and expertise over the 
coming years,” Guy explains. “There is also an increasing 
convergence between marketplaces and social networks to 
create ‘market networks’. Houzz in the US is a good example 
of this.”

Challenges and conflicts
A lot of brands, even bigger brands, have difficulties 
performing well on marketplaces. Their challenges are various, 
but there are some big issues that can be defined. “The biggest 

challenge for brands, 
especially manufacturers, 
is managing channel 
conflict,” states Guy. 
“These are typically 
huge organisations that 
have always had a clear 
view of where they are 
positioned in the value 
chain. The trend towards 
selling directly to the 
consumer is increasingly 
hard to resist, but 
disintermediating your 
traditional customer is 

tough, especially when multi-billion revenues depend on 
these relationships. We have seen both ways. We launched 
a British manufacturer on eBay US about two years ago and 
they had the right strategic approach. They sold $2 million 
over the Black Friday weekend. On the other hand, we have 
seen huge organisations failing because they were too timid. 
It is important to get the high-level buy in from the brand. 
That is when we can do our magic.”

Another major challenge is defining a single strategy and 
finding a single solution for it. “Firstly, it is very hard to build a 
team internally that can deal with the huge global opportunity 
that exists as each country has different rules and regulations 
and cultural nuances. In almost every case you need to work 
with a partner, potentially more than one. Take China as an 
example: it is a massive opportunity as a market, but a massive 
challenge at the same time. We complement our solution with 
local partners to address that market because e-commerce is so 
highly competitive and fast-moving there,” Guy says, adding; 
“Apart from that, the operational problems can be anything, 
from regulations through to taxation and logistics.” 

Guy advises to not be afraid of working with partners. “We 
help brands with our consultative approach. The old adage of 
fail to plan and plan to fail is very true in our industry. That is 
why we offer a very customisable solution which our customers 
can curate to meet their needs. The key to success is always 
alignment, both in terms of commercial outcomes and in 

~ We Are Pentagon ~

“FAIL 
TO PLAN 

AND PLAN 
TO FAIL”

CB08 06 We Are Pentagon.indd   9 29-11-18   10:39
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terms of commitment from both sides and it works best if our 
customers see us as an extension of their team.”

Learnings
To enter a marketplace there are certain things you need to get 
right. “First, you need a clear strategy, which is right for the 
size for your business, but allows for some experimentation 
on sites or in countries you may not have considered 
before. Secondly, have a look at the paid search offerings, as 
marketplaces are increasingly used as search engines. These 
days, you really need to allocate a budget to buy some of that 
traffic. Thirdly, constantly educate yourself about the fast-
moving industry. Visit events3, join webinars and learn new 
things wherever you can: there is a solution that fits your 
company out there,” Guy concludes. ••

~ We Are Pentagon ~

FUTURE OF B2B AND WHOLESALE
ENGINEERING THE DIGITAL

TWO FREE EBOOKS FULL OF PRACTICAL ADVICE!

Many B2B companies and wholesalers are fi nding it diffi  cult to keep pace with digital 
transformation. Even though most wholesalers believe that digitalization will be the 
dominant topic by the end of 2020, many feel that they are not properly prepared to 
take the necessary steps. But where do you start?

To help you with your vision and strategy,  Intershop bundled a number of articles in 
two free eBooks: “Engineering Digital Commerce in B2B and Wholesale, Part 1 & 2”. 
These eBooks, fi lled with practical knowledge, best practices and customer success 
stories, are based on our 25 years of experience in engineering digital business engines 
for hundreds of ambitious B2B and B2C companies around the world. 

Download part 1 now for free at 
www.intershop.com/resource-detail/
engineering-digital-commerce-part1

www.intershop.com

ENGINEERING THE DIGITALENGINEERING THE DIGITAL

Intershop 210x297 CBM-Adv_v2.indd   1 24-04-18   13:36

1.  INTERNET RETAILER ONLINE MAR-
KETPLACES REPORT 2018, INTERNET 
RETAILER

2.  EVOLUTION AT HOME, REVOLUTION 
ABROAD: THE 2017 GLOBAL ECOM-
MERCE REPORT, PITNEY BOWES

3.  WE ARE PENTAGON ORGANISES 
THE ANNUAL RETAIL WITHOUT 
BORDERS EVENT IN LONDON, A 
LEADING MARKETPLACE CONFER-
ENCE IN EUROPE. JOIN  
THE EVENT ON MARCH 14TH, 2019.
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ORGANISING 
FOR DIGITAL 
EXPANSION
Text: Joanna Perry, Head of Marketing at Practicology // Photos: Stock

Global e-commerce consultancy Practicology highlights three e-commerce operating 
models that brands are using to maximise international e-commerce growth.
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~ Practicology ~

Global E-commerce Operating Models
How should you structure your e-commerce team in 
a large multi-national organisation to eff ectively trade 

cross-border online? It is a question we are increasingly asked by 
our consumer brand clients who want to sell direct to end con-
sumers online, particularly in emerging markets, and also support 
retail partners who sell their products.

Our Global E-commerce Operating Models report, published 
in October this year, highlights eight models in use by consumer 
brands tackling digital transformation. � ree of these models are 
particularly applicable to brands wanting to sell cross-border on-
line. Here, we explain them and highlight some of their benefi ts 
and challenges.

Marketplace Accelerator Model
In this model, sales via marketplaces, such as Amazon and China’s 
Tmall, are handled by a separate team within the brand to those 
who look after direct sales and third-party retailer relationships.
Often relationships with the largest marketplaces can be handled 
at a regional or global level, and knowledge of how to optimise 
the brand’s marketplace presence, listings and advertising can be 
concentrated. It is used by brands who want to maximise sales via 
marketplaces, and/or those who want to open up new markets for 
their products quickly using marketplaces.

� is model allows the development of stronger marketplace 
relationships and concentrates marketplace expertise. However, it 
means that staff  in other parts of the business will fi nd it harder 
to benefi t from cross-border learnings – particularly around 
consumer behaviour in other markets – that the marketplace 
team is developing.

In addition, this model can cause channel confl ict, if the market-
place team are not aligned on pricing and promotions with their 
colleagues selling via the brand’s own website or retail partners.

Direct-to-Consumer Accelerator Model
In the Direct-to-Consumer Accelerator model, a brand will 
separate the teams running its own website from those selling via 
third party retailers and marketplaces. Often this model is used by 
FMCGs and CPGs that have bought or developed a direct-to-
consumer digital brand and do not want to slow down its growth.
� is model allows the brand’s e-commerce website to focus on 
growth, react to changing consumer behaviour and innovate. For 
brands within larger businesses, who only sell direct-to-consumer 
online, it also gives them greater fl exibility to deliver market-
leading customer experiences. 

Regional Dedicated E-commerce Team 
We see this model used by global brands with regional teams cov-
ering multiple markets, for instance an EMEA or Latin America 
e-commerce team. It works well where each country within the 
region has a similar customer profi le, and where it is not possible 
or necessary to have dedicated e-commerce teams for each market.

Often, the regional team will have a single infrastructure – such 
as a web platform and even a single distribution centre – for the 
region, although certain team members may have responsibility 
for a single market.

� is can be a lower-cost model for trading online in multiple 
markets if resource and expertise can be shared and allows for the 
development of regional relationships with online marketplaces. 
However, again it can lead to channel confl ict if the e-commerce 
team’s strategy is not aligned with the rest of the organisation. ••

To download the report and discover the other fi ve e-commerce operating 
models in use today, please see: www.practicology.com/EcomModels18 
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RESEARCH 
UNVEILS 
KEY 
GLOBAL 
SHOPPER 
INSIGHTS 
FOR 
MERCHANTS

Text: PayPal // Photos: Stock

~ PayPal ~

When merchants want to attract more 
international customers and grow their 
business, understanding global shoppers’ 
buying preferences and pain-points is a 
must. PayPal has been providing merchants 
cross-border consumer purchasing insights 
for years, and the company has recently 
released its fourth-annual global cross-border 
commerce report. The findings are a roadmap 
for merchants to uncover new global selling 
opportunities and help increase their sales.
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This year, more than 34.000 consumers across 31 
countries in the survey were asked how and why they 
shop online both domestically and internationally. At a 

macro-level, their responses reveal major opportunities: 

International online shopping continues to increase at a 
rapid pace. Across the 31 countries surveyed, about 50% of 
consumers surveyed say they shop online internationally – led 
by 70% of Middle Eastern consumers and 62% of African 
consumers. In countries like Ireland, Austria and Israel, around 
80% of shoppers polled say they make online purchases with 
international merchants annually. Clothing and footwear (68%), 
consumer electronics (53%) and toys (53%) are the most popular 
products purchased internationally.

Mobile and tablet online purchasing is growing and approaching 
nearly half of all purchase volume in some of the world’s most 
populated countries. According to the survey, in China, 53% of 
purchases are made on a mobile or tablet, 48% in India and 45% 
in the U.S. With the exception of Eastern Europe, purchases 
on mobile and tablet devices make up 30% or more of total 
payment volume across the world.

E-commerce growth is making headway in developing 
countries. In countries like India, Argentina and the Philippines, 
consumers surveyed report signifi cant increases in their online 
spending year-over-year – with 42%, 40% and 26% annual 
e-commerce growth rates in each country respectively.

Merchants who want to identify and connect with consumers 
who are willing to make purchases internationally should 
hone in on four areas to grow their global sales opportunities, 
including:  

1.  Competitive pricing. Th e number one reason (72%) 
consumers across the globe cited they shop internationally 
is for better prices. Merchants who compete on price or 
off er discounts to shoppers will have a better chance at 
winning globally. Consumers look at pricing holistically 
– 25% say high delivery shipping costs would prevent 
them from making purchases from websites in another 
country, and 24% express similar concerns with paying 
customs duties, fees or taxes associated with the purchase. 
Merchants who transparently list all fees associated 
with a purchase up-front have a better chance of seeing 
international shopper conversions.

2.  Unique products. Th e second most cited reason consumers 
shop internationally is for the novelty of accessing items 
that are not available in their own country (49%) or to 
discover new and interesting products (34%). Over half of 
global consumers who shop from merchants in Norway, 
Mexico, Ireland and Canada do so for access to items not 
available in their country, and four out of ten who shop 
from merchants in the Czech Republic, Israel and Brazil 
do so for new and interesting products. Merchants who 
off er unique products and have a clear SEO strategy in 
place to make products easy to search for will get ahead in 
these markets. 

3.  Local currency options. Th ree out of four consumers polled 
would prefer having an option to pay for their purchase in 
their local currency while six in ten check conversion rates 
before making a purchase. Off ering payment through a 
company like PayPal can easily cater to these needs, as the 
platform enables consumers and merchants to receive money 
in more than 100 currencies.

4.  Security and peace of mind. When choosing a payment 
method, “a secure way to pay” (44%) is international shoppers’ 
top consideration. Additionally, consumers cited they are 
looking for peace of mind that their order will get to them 
(24%) and that they can return it (22%) should anything be 
wrong with it.  

Making simple tweaks to address these consumer preferences 
can help businesses capture more international sales. More 
specifi c insights by country can also be found on the on the 
refreshed PayPal PassPort site. ••

1  On behalf of PayPal, Ipsos interviewed a representative quota sample1 of c.1000-2000 (34,052 in total) adults (aged 18 or over) who use an internet enabled device 
in each of 31 countries (USA, Canada, UK, Ireland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Netherlands, Sweden, Belgium, Norway, Austria, Russia, Hungary, Poland, 
Czech Republic, Greece, Israel, UAE, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, South Africa, India, China, Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, Philippines). Interviews were 
conducted online between 13th March and 1st May 2018.

Data was weighted in all countries to adjust for panel bias based on external trend data on incidence of online shoppers in each country.

~ PayPal ~
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Who is getting the job done?
AI is at the basis of the next generation of chatbots and 
virtual assistants, who are sure to give actual advice and 

personal attention. Personal shopping assistants like Zalando’s Zalon 
or Sephora’s Kik can help online consumers in a ultra-personalised 
way.  Th anks to AI, retailers and brands can give the best customer 
care to their customers, at each stage of the customer journey. 

� e shift from text to voice 
With AI learning from your behavior, a new generation of smart 
devices in your home and digital assistants on your smartphone 
will soon be vital. Smart-home speaker devices – Amazon Echo, 
Alibaba Genie, and Google Home etc.– are the next step for tech 
giants taking over yet another chunk of the customer journey. It 
exemplifi es the revolutionary shift in consumer behavior from text 
to voice, for two reasons. Talking is easier than typing and it saves 
time – our most precious personal resource.

Learning skills to help me
Smart-home speaker devices and their learning skills are still 
in development. Th ousands of developers are competing to cre-
ate so-called skills to help a smart-home speaker device better 
understand their customer. Last week, my wife uttered words 
of frustration when her shopping request did not get a personal 
answer: “Why can’t I teach that thing what I like and want?!” 

Sharing our life
Th e fast-growing number of smart-home speaker devices aims to 
win their spot in your home. As households commit themselves 
to just one smart speaker, the real question is who will own your 
share of life: Amazon, Alibaba, Apple, Google or Samsung? 
Retailers and brands face the big question of how to stay con-
nected to those customers planning to switch from text to voice 
and thereby transfer their share of life from computer or laptop to 
smart-home speaking devices. 
AI intelligence in the background will need to turn algorithms 
into personalised learning skills that save us time in life. Th en, 
AI will prove worthy of the trust that consumers have given the 
brands and retailers with whom they share their life. ••

Artifi cial intelligence (AI) is gradually seeping into everyday life. Machine-learning and deep-learning are 
behind AI. Smart software and fl exible algorithms can help retailers improve not just customer service and 
customer engagement, but marketing, delivery times, fulfi llment and analytic costs, too. Now, customers can put 
their order to a chatbot using a simple query. Before long, AI technology will be able to answer the questions the 
customer has not even asked. 

~ Column ~

 In ‘The end of online shopping’, Wijnand Jongen describes the future of retail in a world that 

is always connected. This is the fourth of a series of columns for Cross-Border Magazine in 2018, 

where Wijnand describes global retail trends. 

Wijnand Jongen (1959) is one of world’s foremost authors, speakers and futurists on retail 

and e-commerce. His book was nominated best management (2016) and best marketing book 

(2017). He is founder and CEO of Thuiswinkel.org and Chairman of the Executive Committee of 

Ecommerce Europe. 
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Th ere is a new kid on deck in the B2B-maritime market: ShipSupport.com. Th is corporate 
start-up, powered by Royal IHC, was born from an explicit need in the market, as 
customers were very unsatisfi ed with the standards that set ground for years. Modern 
B2B buyers demand speed, convenience, transparency and a superior ease of order. Th ey 
state that lack of transparency and speed is very expensive – imagine a ship that remains 
stationary for a week. Costs are rising every minute! Th e aim of the ShipSupport.com 
platform is to open up the maritime market once and for all. We meet up with Maaike de 
Rover, General Manager ShipSupport, and Dominique van ‘t Hof, Manager Innovation 
and IT at ShipSupport, to talk about the business drivers, challenges, launching the 
platform and what the future will bring.

SHIPSUPPORT.COM:  

BOARDING 
THE ONLINE 
MARITIME 
SERVICE 
MARKET
Text: Nico Hoeijmans // Photos: Femke Hoogland, ShipSupport

~ Intershop ~
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Royal IHC
To see where the idea for ShipSupport was first born, we 
need to head back in time. It is 2016 and Royal IHC, a 

multinational shipbuilder and service provider in the maritime 
market for more than 100 years, is investigating the service market 
and looking for new business opportunities. The research however, 
draws some harsh conclusions. The most staggering one: continu-
ing to provide service in the maritime market as before would 
kill the service market in a few years. With the rise of a new 
generation of decision makers, service demands evolved while the 
cumbersome, slow market fell behind. “The offline way of working 
no longer fit the market’s need”, De Rover explains.

Dealing with this product-focussed market asked for some heavy 
impact changes. “We were far from flexible and quick. Actually 
not customer-first focussed. 
That partly is due to the 
market we are in, which 
currently is mainly focused 
on service by phone and 
email. Only a handful of 
companies dipped their 
toe into the waters of 
e-commerce,” continues 
De Rover. “We decided to 
dive deep into the online 
opportunities.”

With the support of Royal IHC, De Rover and her team started 
to work on a new proposition; a corporate start-up to service the 
entire maritime market. “Just look at the potential. A ship has 
an average lifetime for about 30 years. During this period, it re-
quires a lot of service. An online platform like ShipSupport.com, 
which offers spare parts from multiple mid- and high-segment 
brands, can ease up a lot of difficult, slow – offline – processes,” 
she explains. “Potentially, it’s a multimillion euro market.”

Setting sail 
So, in a market which is reluctant to change, but at the same 
time requires innovation, a first outline for the online plat-
form was created. De Rover: “Starting to brainstorm  made 
us realise how many challenges we were going to face, as this 
market is such a complex one and we had to get everyone 
heading in the same direction. Customers, partners, suppliers: 
everyone had to be on board.” 

One of the main challenges was the size and impact of an eventual 
launch. “For us, it was not an option to launch the platform in one 
country or one region. The maritime market is way too international 
for that. All of our customers operate internationally, globally, so 
a regional approach wouldn’t suit our purposes. The international 
nature of the maritime market worked as an advantage; in its own 
way, it is an entirely separate world,” explains De Rover. 

“We have some large partners that support us too. Engaging these 
suppliers in the process has been very important to us. We provide 

them with feedback, sales reports and are transparent in every-
thing we do. This works in multiple ways. First, we offer more than 
200,000 products (and growing), large and small, on one platform. 
This opens up the market and provides insights to our partners, 
which makes the market more than ever,” explains De Rover. 

Building the framework
Working on the launch of ShipSupport.com was working on the 
launch of a multinational start-up. “That meant we had to create 
streamlined, standardised processes while realising there would not 
be a one-size-fits-all solution,” tells De Rover. “To prevent as many 
pitfalls as possible, we started to gather as much information as we 
could. We consulted intensively with (potential) customers, logistics 
experts, legal experts and (potential) suppliers,” she continues. 

“As we realised how com-
plex things would get,” Van 
‘t Hof adds, “we realised 
the need for a technical 
platform that would suit 
our needs and is flexible was 
more important than ever. 
We consulted the report on 
B2B Commerce Suites of 
Forrester Research, spoke 
to several references and 
eventually partnered with 

Intershop, who provide us with a B2B-commerce software suite 
which offers out-of-the-box B2B-functionality, scalability as we 
grow and develops our digital maturity and could adapt to our 
complex requests. The implementation has been done by Inter-
shop’s business partner Evident, who have an impressive track 
record in B2B-commerce as well.”

With a technical platform that covered the complex need of 
ShipSupport, the team could focus itself on challenges regard-
ing the offer of products, logistical solutions, legal requirements, 
consumer service levels and more. “Having a platform is one 
thing, convincing our target audience of the added value was 
another,” muses De Rover. “To assure we can provide added 
value, we had to make some decisions. One of these was that 
we only offer A-brand products; another was to have an open 
platform, with transparent prices and no secrets for our custom-
ers whatsoever. At the same time, we have to keep in mind that 
every customer requests its own approach and has its own needs. 
We aimed to offer more than a web shop, but rather to provide 
guidance and support in every step of the customer journey.” 

A festive launch
“Without the dedication of our team, we would not have been 
able to create the platform as we have been able to do now, even 
while there are still many challenges to face in the near future. 
In February 2018, ShipSupport started a low-sized pilot. “This 
way, we could test features that help customers to search for the 
products they need, and could deal with logistic challenges we 
could face. As you think about the size of products we sell on our 

~ Intershop ~

“SHIPSUPPORT 
OPENED UP THE B2B 
MARITIME MARKET”
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platform, you can imagine logistics is one of our biggest chal-
lenges,” De Rover says. 

On November 2nd, 2018, the ShipSupport platform was festively 
launched. “Our pilot was successful and we are convinced we have 
created a satisfying environment that provides the tools for a good 
start. Of course, the platform will develop a lot in the near future, but 
right now we need to start learning on the job,” explains De Rover. 

Sailing to the horizon
Launching the platform is not the end, though. “Now we need 
to make money,” De Rover laughs, “and we need to test, by trial 
and error, and see what works and what doesn’t.” 

Van ‘t Hof adds: “We only have limited data, on both the suppli-
ers and consumer side. For our market, it is highly important to 
have complete data to standardise processes. That is why custom-
ers are able to upload their own fleet-drawings on our platform, 
run them through, see the parts they need and order them. As 
works and repairs are done on the job and the configuration of 
ships changes over time, this will remain a challenge. Companies 
like Royal IHC know what ‘standard’ is in these ships so we can 
help buyers by simplifying and automating this process. It can 
simplify and standardise the market.”

“Logistics offers another challenge,” adds De Rover. “We are 
working on a business case to see how we can optimise these pro-

cesses. Keep everything in-house, or fulfil from 
international hubs? We aim for a one-stop-shop 
idea. That is why we collect all ordered articles 
and create one shipment, unless our customers 
require split-shipments. It is one of the reasons 
we only want to work with high-end suppliers. 
Service and quality remain the most important. 
Another subject we focus on is the paper trail in 
fulfilment, which is a big hassle.”

A new harbour 
ShipSupport.com opened up the B2B maritime 
market, providing a future proof service solu-
tion. The platform is promising and will show 
its potential in coming months. The team at 
ShipSupport.com will focus on improving the 
platform and attracting new audiences. “We are 
already working on a warranty platform,” says 
Van ‘t Hof, “We are adding a new feature for the 
team to work on as they are dedicated to create a 
full self-service platform.” 

“We will remain close to our customers,” states 
De Rover, “the maritime oil and gas market is 
completely different from the dredging industry, 
but we want to serve them both. Our final goal 
is to service the maritime market as a whole, 
from dredging vessels up to inland, oil and gas, 
navy and commercial vessels. It is up to us to 

create fitting customer journeys while keeping our standardisation 
intact.” The ShipSupport team certainly has an interesting horizon 
to sail to. ••

~ Intershop ~

Roelof Swiers, Country Manager BeNeLux at Intershop

“ShipSupport had many innovative and complex demands for their B2B-webshop. However, In-

tershop feels very comfortable in these type of complex B2B-commerce environments. Especially 

managing the complex product data structure and findability of the different kind of (tailored) 

ships made it challenging to meet the demands of the projects. Our business partner Evident han-

dled this very well. Now ShipSupport benefits from the extensive B2B-functionality of the Com-

merce Suite of Intershop, making it easy to manage centrally and covering the world instantly. ” 
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A REAL 
COOL 
SOLUTION
Text: Nico Hoeijmans // Photos: Ranpak

The growing food market
Food is a booming business. All day, every day, 
people are consuming food. As the market is this 

large, it is surprising to see that selling food online has 
grown at a much slower rate than markets like clothing and 
consumer electronics. In the last couple of years, the market 
has been catching up, and is now growing quicker than ever. 
Statista found that the current size of the world’s food market 
is expected to be $82,714m in 2018*1, which is expected 
to grow 10.7% per year, resulting in a market volume of 
$137,596m by 2023. The largest segment of the food market 
is the restaurant-to-consumer delivery market, with a total 
volume of $65.302m dollar in 2018. On a global scale, the 
Chinese food market is the largest in terms of turnover 
($32,908m in 2018).
As the above mentioned research shows, the market is 
flourishing. However, there are some challenges both B2B 
and B2C food markets still face. One of these challenges is 
that a lot of food is distributed chilled or frozen. Therefore, 
packaging solutions that offer proper thermal protection 

are very important. According to Roumen, requests were 
filed to see if a more sustainable solution could be created. 
“These requests focused mainly on the question of how to 
keep products cold, while keeping them packaged securely. 
Paper is a very sustainable product which can be recycled 
completely and its strength makes it a perfect product to use 
in packaging. We created a hypothesis that paper could be 
used as an insulating material.”

Study temperature
In the past, solutions such as EPS boxes have been 
developed to keep food cold, however the boxes are far 
from environmental friendly. “With the knowledge that the 
demand for a more sustainable solution was rising, we started 
with our partner Antalis UK to perform research on an 
environmentally friendly solution. Our ultimate goal: reduce 
costs and create a sustainable, new kind of thermal protection 
that is easy to use, flexible and fully recyclable, while realising 
a cost reduction,” says Roumen.
To offer such a solution, it is important to have a good look at 

~ Ranpak ~

Have you ever ordered frozen food online? If so, you can imagine how unsatisfying it would 
be to receive your frozen veggies completely defrosted? Keeping food products chilled or 
frozen is a challenge that lots of online food retailers struggle with. There are solutions like 
plastic, or expensive EPS boxes, but these do not meet the sustainable standards of today and 
tomorrow. To think about more sustainable alternatives, we talk to Dan Roumen, Product 
Manager Thermal Packaging at Ranpak.
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all variables that need to be taken into account. “One of the 
most important is – obviously – the temperature profi les of 
the packed products. Secondly, transport and storage might 
diff er, so these must be considered as well,” explains Roumen. 

A third important variable is the “Phase Change Materials” 
(PCMs) and insulating materials that are being used. 
“We designed the tests that we wanted to perform to see 
if we could validate our hypotheses,” Roumen tells. “We 
designed WrapPak paper, a thick 70 grams waved-layers 
paper variant and performed temperature tests in climate 
chambers. While the paper was originally designed for 
cushioning purposes, it proved its functionality for this 
solution as well. Our test investigated the diff erences in 
temperature when fi lling the boxes with the products and 
one, two or three layers of the WrapPak paper as insulating 
materials, compared to boxes fi lled with foil bubble, liners, 
EPS panels or boxes. Th e results proved that the paper fi lling 
kept the products at least an equivalent period as cool or 
cooler for a longer period,  while at the same it was more 
fl exible and cheaper to ship the products. Regarding EPS 
solutions, the paper solution is much more sustainable, as it 
is completely recyclable, renewable and biodegradable. More 
layers of paper can be used to increase the insulating rate; in 
warmer periods an additional layer of paper can be applied.”

Th e concluding results of the research Ranpak performed 
indicated that paper was a great alternative. It can be used 
combined with dried ice or with gel packs. “A big advantage 
of this paper solution is that it is easily adaptable to any 
size of box compared to traditional packaging techniques. It 
reduces the amount of fi lling materials used and the paper 
is fully recyclable, making it a cost-reducing sustainable 
alternative,” Roumen explains.

Diet Chef
With a solution at hand, Ranpak started the implementation 
of their new solution. Diet Chef, a company that focuses on 
helping people who wish to lose weight by creating their 
meals for them, is one of the fi rst to start with the WrapPack 
paper solution. “We created a machine to make the use of the 
paper even easier. Diet Chef now uses an ideal combination 
of box size and fi lling material which is provided by the 
machine in the exact amounts. It required decent training for 
all packers, but as the process is simple, they quickly knew 
how our solution worked. So far, they have provided us with 
extremely positive feedback,” Roumen concludes. ••

*1:  https://www.statista.com/outlook/374/100/online-food-delivery/
worldwide

~ Ranpak ~

MORE INFORMATION? MAIL TO: EU.THERMALPACKAGING@RANPAK.COM
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We like to have inspiring discussions about cross-border e-commerce over a nice cup of 
coffee (or tea). In this issue, we talk about the new packaging regulation that will come 
into force in January 2019. Jörg Deppmeyer, Managing Director Sales at Der Grüne 
Punkt, service provider for extended producer responsibility and premium producer of 
plastic recyclates, talks with us about the changes manufacturers and sellers will face 
with this new regulation.

A CUP OF COFFEE WITH…
Jörg Deppmeyer, Managing Director Sales at Der Grüne Punkt

SUBJECTS’ RIGHTS: 

ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING IS THE FUTURE – 

SUSTAINABILITY WILL BECOME EVEN MORE RELEVANT, 

NOT ONLY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT: THE DUAL SYSTEMS 

UNDER THE NEW GERMAN PACKAGING ACT (VERPACKG) 

ARE CALLED UPON TO ENCOURAGE PACKAGING THAT 

IS PARTICULARLY RECYCLING FRIENDLY OR CONTAINS 

RECYCLATES OR RENEWABLE RAW MATERIALS.
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Coffee or tea?
� at’ll be coff ee for me. I especially prefer a good and strong espresso after lunch. It freshens the 
mind for the second half of the day and provides me with energy to take on every challenge.

The new German Packaging Act will come into force in the beginning of 2019. 
What will change?
It will mainly target manufacturers to invest more in recyclable processes. It strengthens the 
producer’s responsibility and recycling. � e German government set the bar higher, by increasing 
the recycling targets substantially: more durable and recyclable packaging will receive a fi nancial 
advantage. If you ask me, these are steps that are very important and are long overdue. It is late, 
but it is a good thing that the German government is acting on this now. 

The regulation has some mandatory changes. How will they influence the 
‘everyday retailer’? 
When looking at the full market, there will be more transparency, as it becomes much more clear 
who will put packaged products onto the market. Every company that does this has to register 
itself in the new LUCID database of the so-called Packaging Registry. Maybe one of the most 
important changes is that this also applies to online dealers, no matter how high or low the 
turnovers involved are. 

So, what are the risks?
Without registration, participation in the system, i.e. registering your packages in the dual sys-
tem, is no longer possible. One must take into account that, without system participation, a sales 
ban will apply. In every way it is better to register than rather put your business at risk.

Okay, so we need to register at the Central Packaging Registry. What exactly is that?
� e Central Packaging Registry (CPR) is a kind of referee. It is a new government agency which 
is tasked with ensuring more fairness in competition for packaging disposal, but in private-sector 
responsibility. � e CPR is also the agency that can lay down standards, and that decides, for 
example, which packages are subject to the mandatory system participation and which are not.

For a lot of retailers who wish to take the step abroad, Germany is a very large and 
interesting market. Will this new regulation make it more difficult for cross-border 
sellers to be active in the German market?
I do not believe that it will make things more diffi  cult, or impossible. After all, system participa-
tion was already mandatory for importers as well. What does change, is that the registration now 
entails an additional step. However, this is no more diffi  cult than buying a pound of coff ee on an 
online platform. � e LUCID database is now available in English as well and can be found here: 
www.gruener-punkt.de/packaging-act.

ABOUT DER GRÜNE PUNKT
THE COMPANIES OF DER GRÜNE PUNKT ARE SERVICE PROVIDERS FOR EXTENDED PRODUCER RESPONSIBILITY, AND PREMIUM 
PRODUCERS OF PLASTIC RECYCLATES, AND AS SUCH POSITIONED AS THE PREMIER SOLUTION PROVIDERS FOR THE NEEDS OF THE 
CLOSED-CYCLE ECONOMY. DER GRÜNE PUNKT – DUALES SYSTEM DEUTSCHLAND GMBH (DSD) IS THE MARKET LEADER OF THE 
DUAL SYSTEMS IN GERMANY, AND STANDS FOR INTELLIGENT TAKE-BACK SYSTEMS, PLUS THE DEVELOPMENT AND MARKETING OF 
INNOVATIVE RECYCLATES AND SERVICES. SYSTEC PLASTICS, AT ITS FACILITIES IN EISFELD AND HÖRSTEL, PRODUCES PREMIUM-
QUALITY RECYCLATES UNDER THE SYSTALEN BRAND NAME FOR THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET. THE COMPANIES ARE GROUPED 
TOGETHER IN DSD – DUALES SYSTEM HOLDING GMBH & CO. KG.

~ Coff ee Corner ~
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� e global e-commerce market value is at its peak and continues to rise every year. 
Simultaneously with the growing e-commerce, the wishes and expectations of the modern 
consumer also grow. Consumers are getting increasingly demanding in terms of fl exibility 
in delivery options and e-tailers must respond to these wishes in order to compete in this 
innovative sector. With the development of fresh technologies, delivery companies are 
trying to ensure this fl exibility in delivery and take a step in the right direction of an optimal 
delivery process.

HOW FAR IS THE EUROPEAN CONSUMER WILLING TO GO FOR 
THE PURPOSE OF A PARCEL DELIVERY?

INNOVATIONS 
IN DELIVERY
Text: B2C Europe // Photos: Stock

Failed delivery
Consumers increasingly know how to fi nd their way to 
diff erent online shops, but at the same time their lives 

are getting busier. Th is can cause problems in the fi nal stage of 
the delivery process: the last-mile. A recent survey B2C Europe 
conducted across the UK, France and the Netherlands shows 
that all online shoppers surveyed experienced at least one failed 
delivery attempt last year and more than 20% experience fi ve or 
more. Th is creates inconvenience for both the consumer, because 
the waiting time for the product is longer, and the carrier who 
face additional costs. Th e online retailer may even lose customers 
due to failed deliveries or a lack of delivery options. Th is is 
evident from the fact that 98% of consumers said that shipping 
impacts brand loyalty and 84% said they were unlikely to return 
to a retailer after just one negative experience. 

Apart from the fact that failed delivery attempts result in 
additional costs and irritations, it also has a negative impact on 
the environment. Most online shoppers (62%) are concerned 
that the number of e-commerce deliveries is increasing road 
congestion and causing higher levels of air pollution. Failed 
deliveries only reinforce this congestion and pollution, because 
a failed parcel requires re-delivery by the carrier and in some 
cases the consumer has to travel to the local depot to collect 
the parcel. 

Failed deliveries are mainly caused by a general lack of choice 
in the delivery process. At the moment, the main focus is on 
delivering parcels to a pick-up point. Th e disadvantage of this is 
that it requires employee resources, who could spend their time on 
other activities. In addition, the consumer often has to commute 
the distance to pick up the package at the location: something 
that the current busy consumer does not have time for. European 
consumers indicate that they expect more fl exibility regarding the 
delivery of their parcel. We live in a world where the consumer has 
less time and is more demanding. Th is requires delivery methods 
to be made as easy and fl exible as possible for the consumer. 
Technological developments and innovations can provide this.

Delivery without a receiver
Lately, we see more and more solutions that will ensure 
fl exible delivery. Delivery companies are starting to use 
technology to fi nd new ways of delivering parcels. A number of 
these innovations are focused on the delivery of parcels without 
a receiver. Th is means that the consumer or someone else does 
not have to be physically present to receive the parcel. Th is off ers 
customers a higher service standard, which will improve the 
consumer experience and removes any irritation for the recipient. 

Examples of these experimental technologies include deliveries to 
cars using a temporary digital key, deliveries left inside residential 

~ B2C Europe ~
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~ B2C Europe ~

doors equipped with a digital lock using a single use code and 
deliveries to unmanned safes outside of a consumer’s home.

1. In-car delivery
  Th e fi rst innovation regarding last-mile delivery is in-car 

delivery: the delivery of parcels in the consumer’s car. With 
this delivery method the courier has temporarily access 
to the consumer’s car by receiving a temporary digital 
key, for example via a mobile application, which opens 
the car via the internet connection of the car. Amazon is 
one of the forerunners in this. Th e company developed 
Amazon Key In-Car. With this delivery service, Amazon 
Prime subscribers allow Amazon to deliver the package to 
their car. Th is service is currently only available to some 
consumers who live in the USA. 

  Research from B2C Europe shows that European consumers 
have no great enthusiasm for this innovation yet. It appears 
that less than half of online shoppers (43%) are prepared 
to give couriers one-time temporary access to their car for 
the purpose of a parcel delivery. Almost two third (63%) of 
French consumers would allow couriers temporary access to 
their cars, in comparison with around one third of UK (36%) 
and Dutch (30%) consumers. 

2. In-home delivery
  Th e second innovation in delivery ensures that parcels are 

not delivered at home, but in-home. Here, deliveries are left 
inside residential doors equipped with a digital smart lock 
using a single use code. Often consumers are off ered the 
opportunity to watch the delivery by means of a camera. 
Several companies such as Amazon and Franprix are already 
using this technology.

  European consumers are currently still hesitant about in-home 
delivery. 60% of online shoppers are not prepared to give 
couriers one-time temporary access to their house/property 
for the purpose of a parcel delivery. Again, French online 
shoppers (58%) are by far the most positive about the method 
and the Dutch (36%) the most negative. In general, European 
consumers are even less enthusiastic about this innovation than 
about in-car delivery. 

3. Delivery to an unmanned safe
  Delivery to an unmanned safe outside of a consumer’s home 

is another potential solution. Th e safe is completely wireless 
and connected to the consumer’s smartphone. In this way, 
the consumer doesn’t need to be at home and yet the parcel 
will be delivered at the home address without giving access to 
their house. Th is method is something European consumers 
are much more positive about, in comparison to in-car and 
in-home delivery. It turns out that almost three quarter of 
online shoppers (69%) are prepared to give couriers one-time 
temporary access to their outdoor unmanned safe for the 
purpose of a parcel delivery, with 53% in the Netherlands, 
64% in the UK and 88% in France.

  Of the three aforementioned delivery options, most online 
shoppers (68%) would prefer to use the unmanned safe if made 
available to them, compared to 17% in-car and 15% in-home 
delivery. Th is applies to consumers from all nations. Looking 
only at in-car and in-home delivery, UK (19%) and Dutch 
(20%) online shoppers prefer to use their car and French online 
shoppers (21%) prefer delivery inside their house. Th e most 
commonly cited reasons for the preference of the unmanned 
safe over the car and home are security and safety concerns, 
and invasion of privacy. Th is can be explained by the fact that a 
house is a private environment for people and a car a valuable 
property. Th e idea of a total stranger being in your house or car 
can therefore be unnerving, despite the safety measures that 
are taken. Th e overall common theme is a lack of trust of the 
delivery agents, but consumers would consider it if they were a 
regular or known individual delivery agent to the consumer.

From a novel concept to the mainstream?
Consumers are gaining more and more confi dence in technology. 
However, in-home and in-car delivery seems to be a bridge too far 
for some European consumers at the moment. Th is applies mainly 
to the UK and Dutch online shoppers. French consumers, on the 
other hand, have more confi dence in innovations in delivery. Con-
sumers should be cautious, but advances in delivery are less danger-
ous than it seems. With the right security measures, the confi dence 
in the courier will be increased and the new methods could be seen 
as a good solution for failed deliveries. However, whether these 
solutions become the mainstream is still to be seen. ••

34
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LOCALISE YOUR 
WEBSITES FOR 
INTERNATIONAL 
MARKETS
Text: Alon Eisenberg, Trusted Shops // Photos: etraveler/Shutterstock, GaudiLab/Shutterstock

Localising your site means more than just translating your 
website. It also means getting in touch with the culture 
and learning what is important to them. Let’s take a look 

at some of the things you should consider if you want to invest 
the time and money into these features for your shop. 

Language is the key
Changing your website’s language may seem like a lot of 
work, but the effort could really pay off. The Pitney Bowes 
Global Online Shopping Study revealed that almost 30% of 
online shoppers surveyed across twelve countries said that if a 
website failed to include product descriptions in their native 
language, they would be discouraged from making a purchase. 
Additionally, according to Common Sense Advisory, it takes 14 
languages to reach 90% of the online community. 
Another reason to make “the switch” is that localising your 
website in another language will help your site rank higher in lo-
cal search results because a word like “headphones” simply won’t 
rank as well in France as it would in the UK.
Do not rely on a built-in translator to translate the site, but 
invest some money into a native-speaking translator. There are 
certain nuances to every language and no one can make these 
adjustments like a native speaker can. Besides this, we recom-
mend going one step further and having a unique domain for 
each language. Having a “.fr” (France) or a “.de” (Germany) 

domain will significantly increase your rankings on local search 
engines. 

Changing your site’s currency 
Along with adjusting the language of your site, localising the 
currency is definitely something to consider. Adapting to your 
customer’s preferences makes them feel much more confident 
when shopping somewhere unfamiliar.
You can find options on all the major shop software providers 
to show multiple or alternate currencies on your website, 
similarly to offering multiple languages. Magento, Shopify, and 
Prestashop all have options available to make this happen.
Changing currencies is one thing, but changing prices is also 
something to consider. Before simply adapting all your prices, 
research your local markets in advance. Check out competing 
brands and products and make sure your prices are competitive. 
Discover what makes these markets culturally different and 
unique. For example, according to Worldpay, many Chinese 
consumers (58%) prefer to see a retailer’s local prices as well as 
the price in Yuan when shopping. Why? It reassures them that 
the products are authentic and not counterfeit. 

Better payment options lead to more conversions 
Though language is one thing that differentiates countries, 
purchasing habits are a huge factor, too. For example, Germans 

~ Trusted Shops ~

There are many reasons why having your website available in local variations would be beneficial. 
Selling abroad means more sales, of course, and having a multilingual site also communicates a 
few things about your company. It shows that your company thinks about their customers, thinks 
internationally, and essentially, thinks BIG. In a way, this brings your website a certain level of 
credibility – especially internationally.
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prefer to receive an invoice and then pay by bank transfer after 
deciding which items they will keep. Meanwhile, the French pay 
by credit card while Spaniards and Italians may very well choose 
to pay cash on delivery. It may seem like a lot to take on, but 
catering to the local market can really be a deciding factor for 
customers who are on the fence about fi nalising a purchase. Th e 
more your payment system is able to adapt to the local tastes of 
your market, the better your conversion rates will be.
Again, the most important thing is to research your target 
markets. Visit the most popular shops of those countries and 
see what payment options they off er. Th en take your time and 
consider implementing these options into your shop.

Legal Issues
Making sure you comply with a country’s e-commerce laws 
is obviously very important. Businesses need to be aware that 
when they ship a product to a customer in another country, the 
consumer is protected by their country of residence’s laws. 
Companies can and often are held responsible if it is determined 
that they “target” consumers of a particular country. Th is does 
not necessarily mean that they have specifi cally marketed to 
users in that country. “Targeting” consumers might simply 
come down having a certain country available for delivery when 
customers enter their delivery information. Tip: do not leave 
the “country” section open, but rather use a drop-down menu so 
certain countries can be excluded. 
Failure to comply with consumer protection and competition 
laws evokes diff erent enforcement mechanisms. Germany, for 
example, has the infamous “Abmahnung” system, which is 
similar to receiving a cease-and-desist letter. Your competitor, 
consumer protection associations and others are allowed to (and 
often do) send these Abmahnung letters to you if they fi nd you 
are doing something against the law. 
Missing information or simply not being up-to-date with some 
of your legal requirements can be costly. Investing in good 
legal services, like Trusted Shops, who specialise in European 
e-commerce laws can save you tons of money (and headaches) 
in the long run as they can keep your company compliant with a 
country’s current laws and regulations.

Th ings to watch out for
If you have decided to take the international plunge and invest 
your time and money into growing abroad, then there are 
defi nitely some other things to keep in mind. 

Customer Support 
If you have a customer support team, you might want to hire 
bilingual (or trilingual, etc.) speakers. If this is not really a 
concern of yours, then your website should at least be clear about 
what your customer service and return policies are. If you are 
dealing with physical products, returns might be the only issues 
you deal with, but if you provide a service, then your team should 
be able to handle issues in the language(s) that your website is in.

Increase trust 
Consumers can be very reluctant to shop on a website that 
they do not know, especially if it comes from another country. 
How do they know if it can be trusted? Consider the use of 
a review system or a third-party quality seal, like a trustmark, 
which indicates that your shop meets detailed quality criteria. 
Th is tells shoppers that you follow industry-best standards like 
the handling of personal data. If you can off er users a buyer 
protection as well, they will be more likely to complete their 
purchase, which means increased conversion rates and fewer 
abandoned shopping carts for you.

Conclusion
Taking the next step and selling abroad can do wonders for your 
brand. Th is is best achieved by catering to your new markets, 
whether that means translating your site, getting new domains, 
changing pricing and currencies, or off ering more payment 
options. Research is the key and each new market should be 
treated like a unique person with unique tastes, fears, tendencies, 
and preferences. Getting to know these markets and making 
consumers feel “at home” can take your business to a level you 
never thought possible. ••

~ Trusted Shops ~
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HOW MOSER TRACHTEN – A TRADITIONAL GIANT 
WITH 38 BRANCHES – INGENIOUSLY MASTER 
THEIR E-COMMERCE BUSINESS. 

PIXI* IN ACTION: 
IN A LIVE DEMO, PIXI * INTERESTED PARTIES HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SEE THE PIXI* PROCESSES LIVE IN ACTION: IN THE AREAS OF INCOM-
ING GOODS, IN THE WAREHOUSE, DURING PICKING AND PACKAGING, IN CUSTOMER SERVICE, PURCHASING, AND CONTROLLING, ETC. OTHER 
ONLINE MERCHANTS PROVIDE VALUABLE TIPS AND INSIGHTS INTO THE PIXI* WORLD.
“WE WATCHED THE SYSTEM LIVE AT A RETAILER OF BABY ACCESSORIES IN 2013, AND IT CONVINCED US THERE,” CONFIRMS MARCO MANIGK.
DO YOU WANT TO SEE DESCARTES PIXI* LIVE IN ACTION? VISIT WWW.PIXI.EU/SUCCESS
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MOSER Trachten off ers its customers on www.trachten.de 
more than 15,000 diff erent, high-quality traditional fashion 
items for men, women and children. Customers benefi t from 
the diverse range of well-known brands such as Wenger, 
Krüger®, CountryLine or the edelheiss and Lieblingsgwand 
private labels.

As an expert in the fi eld of brick-and-mortar retailing, 
MOSER Trachten, Bavaria’s largest costume designer, 
ventured into the online world in 2004. After their initial 
years in e-commerce, Marco Manigk’s attitude, as the online 
shop manager and head of e-commerce, set the basis for the 
roll-out of the online business. 

“I was told to bring the business forward - so that is what I 
did,” explains Marco Manigk.

MOSER Trachten currently ships more than 600 orders 
per week and currently holds fi ve stars in the Trusted Shops 
ratings. But that was not always the situation: “At MOSER 
Trachten, we hit our limit with about thirty orders per day. 
We were not able to process orders properly and this was a 
huge problem for us that led to a high cancellation rate. We 
were faced with a clear choice: either we had to invest in a 
Warehouse Management System and grow, or we would not 
invest and stagnate,” describes Manigk.

Considering the developments in e-commerce, MOSER 
Trachten decided to invest in the online business. It paid off : 
the e-business has grown and the traditional fashion mailer 
has doubled its shipping volume since the introduction of the 
Warehouse Management System (WMS) solution Descartes 
pixi*. Sales continue to rise. “We expect over 40% more orders 
than last year,” says Manigk.

� e achievements of MOSER Trachten with the Descartes 
pixi* WMS at a glance:
•  90% of orders are shipped within the fi rst 24 hours.
•  Inventories in the shop are always correct – over sales are a 

thing of the past.
•  100% of the items that have been ordered, are being 

shipped.
•  � e number of returns has been signifi cantly reduced.
•  Customers are always aware of the shipment status of their 

order. � is benefi ts the customer and the MOSER customer 
service team.

•  Returned goods can be resold promptly due to the fast 
processing.

•  Customer satisfaction has been signifi cantly increased.
•  � e productivity of every single employee has tripled: in the 

past, a colleague processed forty packages, now the same 
employee manages 120 packages a day.

With a WMS, e-commerce and omni-channel vendors 
can automate internal processes, easily scale in the season, 
and reduce costs from day one. For this purpose, the most 
important areas in the shipping process are intelligently 
controlled and simplifi ed: order import, payment processing, 
order picking, shipping and returns processing. � e system 
is based on seamless interfaces to existing shop systems and 
payment providers.

Marco Manigk explains: “We chose for the solution provided 
by pixi*, as it works for us. We can ship fast, error-free and 
with little manpower. We are a small team, and generally only 
one person will do the daily shipping until the peak phase. 
During our peaks, like during Oktoberfest or other folk 
festivals, we have students who support us in the shipping 
and returns handling departments. � e cool thing is that the 
temporary helpers are able to pick and store independently 
within two hours. � e entire pixi* package fi ts easily.” ••

~ pixi* ~

THE BUSINESS 
WITH THE 
OKTOBERFEST
Text: Dirk Haschke, VP Sales DACH and eCommerce Operations, Descartes Systems (Germany) GmbH // Photos: iStock
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-  Estimated 30% of goods were purchased via mobile device (2017)

- Mobile sales accounted for 11.2% of 2016 e-commerce sales
-  Estimated that in 2016, nearly 15% of sales at online stores were 

generated through mobile/tablets

-  In the last month of the 3rd quarter of 2017, 37% of consumers 
purchased via phone

-  In the last month of the 3rd quarter of 2017, 45% of consumers 
purchased via phone

-  In the last month of the 3rd quarter of 2017, 26% of consumers 
purchased via phone; 76% of all internet traffi c comes through 
mobile devices

-  In the last month of the 3rd quarter of 2017, 18% of consumers 
purchased via phone

-  38% of consumers paid for purchases while shopping online on 
smartphone (2017)

-  18% of consumers agreed with this statement: ‘I usually manage 
habitual orders directly via smartphone or tablet.’ 

-  First country in the world to achieve full interoperability of 
mobile money payment providers

-  39% of consumers paid for purchases while shopping online on 
smartphone in 2017

-  20% of consumers paid for purchases while shopping online on 
smartphone in 2017

-  31% of consumers paid for purchases while shopping online on 
smartphone in 2017

-  Nearly 60% of all online transactions take place on mobile 
platforms

-  Purchases from mobile platforms make up 61% of the total 
market value

-  40% of consumers paid for purchases while shopping online on 
smartphone in 2017

-  58% of consumers paid for purchases while shopping online on 
smartphone in 2017

-  Purchases from mobile devices growing 58% in 2017

•  Step 1: Get an e-commerce report (there are loads online).
•  Step 2: Recognise that what you thought would be true for the 

receiving country, may very well not be true at all.
•  Step 3: � row all of your preconceived notions out the window 

and learn what makes an entire e-commerce market tick – the 
intricacies. � e utterly unique qualities of a consumer-base 
that make it exciting and fascinating and a little scary for new 
cross-border online retailers.

Here is the story of how the Ecommerce Foundation Research 
Team also had to throw preconceived notions out the window to 
truly understand global ecommerce for the 2018 Global Ecom-
merce Report… 

Mobile commerce is, actually, all it’s cracked up to be
When we think about e-commerce markets, especially well-
established markets, we tend to think of consumers ordering 
products on desktop or laptop computers. But when we look 

at the global market – that is, a truly representative model of 
the global market - it’s clear to see this is not the case. In fact, 
mobile commerce (m-commerce) is dominating in many parts of 
the world, and for many diff erent reasons.

In the graph below are some of the countries and stats we found 
about m-commerce.

Once we caught the trend, we looked further into why consumers 
in some regions had a preference for m-commerce. In some cases, 
the amount of people who owned desktop or laptop computers 
was quite small, especially in some of the African markets. On the 
other hand, countries like China and Japan, with great infrastruc-
tures and loads of technology available, were more mobile-savvy 
consumers. You can see on the map below the percentage of the 
population preferring to use mobile devices for purchasing online 
(the darker the colour = more preference for mobile purchasing).

WHY M-COMMERCE 
DOMINATES LARGE 
PARTS OF THE WORLD
Text: Sara Lone // Photos: Ecommerce Foundation

Exercise: say you are an online merchant and you want to sell cross-border. What now? How 
do you determine where you will sell, what you will sell, how you will sell?  For some, this fi rst 
step is unbelievably daunting, so read on for some hard-won advice.
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What exactly is this telling us? Well, if you know the preference 
of your consumers, you can plan accordingly how they will want 
to buy online. For example, according to this map, Australians, 
Americans and Europeans do not prefer to shop or buy via mobile 
devices anywhere near as much as Chinese, Brazilian and Russian 
consumers. China appears to be the outlier amongst highly 
established e-commerce markets for the preference to shop via 
a mobile device, but that appears to be due more to the fact that 
Chinese consumers have rapidly surpassed Western e-commerce 
markets in their use of technology and innovation…
� ere are numerous reasons why some countries prefer mobile 
compared to others, i.e. some populations have better access to 
mobile devices versus desktop computers. � at said, as China is 
the interesting case, we included a case study from the recent 
Global Ecommerce report covering some of the new trends in 
China, particularly about omni-channel, new retail practices, etc. 
Here’s an excerpt from the case study:

Case: New Retail 
China has been at the core of the New Retail model for e-
commerce. � at is not only down to Alibaba, but the factors 
found within China itself. � e developing markets such as China 
are skipping the fi xed broadband infrastructure that propelled 
developing nations (such as the UK and Japan) onto the Inter-
net. Moreover, Chinese consumers shop online in a diff erent 
way to the majority of Western markets. � e recent surge in 
consumer wealth within the middle-class in China has met the 
highly mobile-fi rst Internet infrastructure. � ese new consumers 
are not attached to the brick-and-mortar retail experience and 
increasingly push for a mobile shopping experience.
We dug a little deeper into the world of mobile commerce, and came 
across something that gave us another (very important) piece of the 
m-commerce puzzle: 40% of mobile shoppers in the Middle East 
and North Africa (MENA) have been victims of cybercrime, and 
71% say they observed cyber-attacks in the region. It made sense to 
us then why ‘lack of trust’ was cited as the main e-commerce issue 
discussed by consumers across the MENA regions (42%).

What does this mean (and why does it matter) for retailers?
We consistently talk about infrastructure as a barrier in emerging 
e-commerce markets, and that is absolutely a factor, as the next 
highest e-commerce issue cited in the MENA regions were ‘delivery 
issues’ (21%). Infrastructural problems are not always something a 

web shop owner can do anything about (at least not immediately), 
but trust and security are. It is clear that Africa and the Middle 
East (as well as Asia) are mobile-shopping regions, and they are also 
victims of cybercrime on mobile devices. � us, these consumers ex-
hibit a lack trust in e-commerce, which means online retailers must 
consider online security for consumers, especially if they want to sell 
in any of these countries, and especially across the border.

Marc Atallah, co-founder of Mazars zettafox and Co-leader 
of the Data Explortation/Advanced Analytics team had some 
interesting comments on online security: “Fraud has always been 
around. It usually comes from ill-designed IT/IS architectures 
and bad technology implementation. Part of the answer to this 
depends, therefore, on the cyber-security front being an issue 
in itself. � e other part comes from good data practice from 
people using the Internet. People, the Internet and mobile users 
must be aware of phishing techniques, using and recording their 
login/password, etc. In the future, SMEs should be able to use 
more advanced techniques such as biometric modalities for user 
authentication, such as fi ngerprint recognition.”

However, it is not just online retailers and consumers in the 
MENA region that feel the anxiety that comes with cybercrime, 
fraud, and buying online – we also see consumers and online 
retailers in well-established e-commerce markets concerned with 
security. In fact, online small- to medium-sized business owners in 
the United States, Canada, Austria and Germany have signifi cant 
issues with selecting payment service providers (PSPs), as con-
sumers are demanding more and more security with their online 
payments, while at the same time expecting more forms of pay-
ment to be made available (i.e. eWallets, PayPal, credit card, etc.). 

To conclude
In addition to fraud, cybercrime and trust, if you want to sell cross-
border, culture is something you must understand before entering 
any market. Knowing whether your consumers have the preference 
to shop via mobile device or not, whether cybercrime is high on 
their concern list, and what inspires trust, are all things online 
retailers must learn prior to entering a market. Some consumers will 
be very risk-averse and will want to have their security assured at 
every step of the customer-journey; some consumers will not seem 
to mind as much. Some consumers will want to be marketed to 
with specifi c recommendations based on AI-driven algorithms of 
their previous activity on your web shop; some consumers will fi nd 
AI recommendations an issue (and even sometimes unsettling). 

For all the challenges to overcome in any e-commerce market, 
there is no ‘easy’ button (not even in an e-commerce report, 
sadly). However, if retailers make the eff ort to zoom in on 
specifi c markets to understand what inspires (and destroys) 
consumer trust, they can have a fi ghting chance in competing 
against massive players like Amazon, Alibaba and eBay. So: 

Step 4: Tailor your approach to the intricacies of each market 
you want to be successful in.
Step 5: Sell, sell, sell! ••

~ Ecommerce Foundation ~

(Map Description: Countries with darker orange have a higher preference for 
mobile purchasing, whereas lighter countries have a lower preference; could not 
fi nd data for countries in gray)
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ARE WE READY 
FOR CROSS-
BORDER SHOP-
PING?
Text: Nico Hoeijmans // Photos: idealo

~ idealo ~

Consumers are increasingly international and are shopping cross-border more and more. They 
certainly are ready to shop abroad. Many retailers, though, are still struggling with cross-border 
consumers who are looking more at the product and price and less whether it will be ordered from 
another country. The new European reform on geographical blocking helps to further reinforce 
this trend. How do shops deal with this?

In February 2018, the European Parliament approved a new 
regulation, which will enable buyers to shop online in the 
European Union without being blocked or automatically 

rerouted. It means that online traders have to treat cross-
border consumers the same way they treat local consumers. 
For instance, prices that are offered have to be the same for a 
domestic customer as well as a foreign customer. Research found 
that currently about 63% of websites assessed do not let shoppers 
buy from another European country*1.

Preparing for the cross-border shopper
In some countries, web shops are more focused on selling to 
cross-border consumers than others. This makes sense, as some 
countries are smaller, more internationally focused from the 
start or have platforms that offer cross-border sales opportuni-
ties to begin with. Price comparison platform idealo analysed 
fifty of the best shops in each of the countries in which they are 
present themselves – Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Spain and 
the United Kingdom – to see which European online shops are 
ready to sell internationally.
 
The results of this analysis show some interesting findings. To 
start, Spanish online shops are among those that score reasonably 
well and are ready to handle cross-border orders. Spanish and 

French shops in general offer the most possibility to ship abroad. 
Up to 50% of the shops analysed offer this option. These countries 
are followed by the United Kingdom (48%) and Germany (46%), 
while only 22% of Italian shops offer to send abroad. 

Going native
While many shops may offer to ship to consumers abroad, their 
target audience in foreign countries can be much larger when 
they translate their shop, and all that comes with it, like adapta-
tion of alt-texts in images, their terms and conditions and after 
sales processes. The geoblocking regulation, however, does not 
oblige retailers to translate their shop. Looking at the idealo re-
search, again the Spanish shops perform well compared to other 
countries. 28% of the Spanish stores analysed are translated into 
a foreign language, thus expanding their scope. They are followed 
by shops from the United Kingdom (24%). Other countries fall 
well below, with less than 12%. 

Consumers not only prefer to shop in their own language, they also 
prefer to pay with their preferred local payment methods, in their 
preferred currency. This means that, as a shop, you should apply the 
right currency for the country you wish to sell in. Unsurprisingly, 
the United Kingdom comes in first, with 24% of the shops having 
a localised currency on their shop as well (euro, in most cases). The 
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~ idealo ~

Visit us at www.newegg.com/sellers
New Markets. No Limits. No Borders.

With Newegg:With WorldFirst:

Fantastic exchange rates
Better than those typically offered
by most marketplaces and banks

Overseas receiving accounts
USD, EUR, GBP, CAD, JPY and CNY
opened instantly

Bring your revenues home
From global online marketplaces like
Amazon and Rakuten

Payment products to suit you
Protect your margin with our payment
products including forward contracts

*1 Source: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20180202IPR97022/parliament-votes-to-end-barriers-to-cross-border-online-shopping
*2  Source: Whitepaper: “How to target an additional 58 million online shoppers.”, idealo internet GmbH, May 2018,  

https://partner.idealo.com/en/cross-border-whitepaper-en

other European countries rarely have another currency online. The 
percentages vary from 8% (Spain) to no more than 2% (France). 

Convenience for the consumer
When looking to the European markets, there are countries in 
which consumers are very willing to shop cross-border. For example, 
the Germans - 7 out of 10 consumers have already ordered abroad 
at least once. It must be stated that not all of these consumers are 
aware that they ordered a product on a foreign web shop, but it does 
show the possibilities for both web shops and consumers.

For consumers, there are three demands they take interest in 
when shopping cross-border: price, availability and exclusivity. 
Looking closer, it seems that consumers look for the best bar-
gains they can find, while it does not matter whether products 
are sold from a domestic or a foreign shop. 69% of German 
consumers state a better price is one of the reasons to shop 
abroad. 70% say that cross-border shopping offers them other 
model variants, while 18% state products are available earlier in a 
foreign market. The idealo research analysis revealed that looking 
for a product cross-border can pay off, as products are sometimes 
up to 15% cheaper when bought in another country. Image 1 
illustrate this for Spanish market.  

It is interesting to see that French and Spanish consumers 
sometimes developed different shopping habits when it comes 

to buying certain products across the border. As an example, the 
idealo research states that Spaniards could, in the most advanta-
geous case, buy their small household electronics in the United 
Kingdom. It is one of the most attractive countries to buy tech-
nological devices from, even though consumers have to check 
whether UK-devices contain a suitable European plug. Despite 
this data, Spanish customers prefer to buy their consumer 
electronics in Germany, Austria and Ireland when buying them 
abroad. (see image on page 44)

How can the merchant act
Online retailers and brands can use this data to their advantage 
and focus on foreign customers that buy on their shop. An 
example of this is Myalpistore.it, which was founded in 2012 
as a subsidiary of Onlinestore AG, an Italian shop that focuses 
on selling small to large household appliances and consumer 
electronics like cameras and televisions. “International trade op-
tions have great added value for us. Cross-border sales not only 
reach out to new customers and provides insights of our German 
market - it also helps us to improve our business and site.*2” 
Abovementioned insights in the cross-border market show the 
advantages for both cross-border sellers and cross-border buyers. 
When sellers seize the opportunities to expand their cross-
border activities, the market can grow to a fuller perspective. It’s 
a win-win for any cross-border entrepreneur and buyer. ••
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Peter Seltsam is the founder and CEO of Eurotext AG, one of the leading language service providers for the industrial sector 

and online retail. With more than 4000 certified native speakers, the company specialises in translations for industry, IT and 

e-commerce, while also providing the relevant software solutions for these services.
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STYLE IS NOT 
A QUESTION 
OF SIZE 
Text: Peter Seltsam, CEO of Eurotext // Photos: Eurotext

Today’s HIRMER flagship shop opened its doors in 
Munich in 1914 as the Bamberger & Hertz men’s 
fashion house. Hans Hirmer joined the company as a 

sales assistant in 1915 and quickly rose through the ranks. He 
was granted overall management rights for the Munich location 
and was appointed central buyer for all associated branches. In 
addition to Munich, the Bamberger & Hertz Group also had 
fashion houses in Frankfurt/Main, Leipzig, Stuttgart, Cologne 
and Saarbrücken. After the National Socialists took power and 
the resulting anti-Semitic restrictions, Siegfried “Fritz” Bamberger 
finally sold the Munich-based business to his friend and confidant 
Hans Hirmer. Today, the original HIRMER shop in the heart of 
Munich is operated in the third generation of the Hirmer family 
and has become the world’s largest men’s fashion house. 

Special interest – Fashion for special sizes
HIRMER BIG AND TALL started out small: as a specialist 
department at the Munich shop. During the 1980s, BIG AND 
TALL grew into Germany’s largest department for taller and 
heavier men. The business model was unique in Germany at 
the time and the family saw enormous potential for expansion 
in other cities in Germany. The first subsidiary outside Munich 
opened its doors in Mannheim in 1995. More shops followed 
in Berlin, Nuremberg and Frankfurt/Main. In 2001, HIRMER 
BIG AND TALL stepped across the border for the first time, 
opening a new subsidiary in Vienna. Today, HIRMER operates 
a total of 15 XXL fashion houses across Germany and Austria.

Progress does not stop at successful brick-and-mortar businesses: 
HIRMER BIG AND TALL made its move into e-commerce in 
2008 to sell men’s fashion for special sizes online as well. The online 
shop has been available in Czech since October 2016 and Polish 
was added this year. HIRMER’s focus on the Eastern European 
market was no coincidence. The deciding factor was the experience 
with Eastern European customers at the many subsidiaries in 
Germany. The shops in Dresden, Leipzig, Berlin, Munich and 
Vienna are particularly popular with visitors from Eastern Europe, 
so serving that market online was the next logical step! The fashion 
house decided in favour of high service level support to ensure the 
necessary attention to detail and the preclusion of avoidable errors 
in the implementation of the internationalisation strategy.

Fit for international retail
Businesses undergoing international expansion or already 
operating at an international level have to update their 
expensively produced content over and over again, and 
individually adapt it to various market conditions in the target 
country – including national idiosyncrasies, idioms and cultural 
specifics. That also means translating the perfect plot into the 
respective national language – because professionally developed 
content communicates messages on an international stage, elicits 
emotion and adds to the positive image of the brand. 

No less important for customer loyalty is the associated 
customer service, especially when it comes to a topic as 

~ HIRMER ~

With over 9,000 square meters of sales space, the original HIRMER shop, located in the 
heart of Munich on Kaufingerstrasse, is the world’s largest fashion house exclusively for 
men. The company was founded over seventy years ago and remains family-run in its third 
generation today. The chain shop HIRMER GROSSE GRÖSSEN (HIRMER BIG AND 
TALL), which is part of the HIRMER Group, is currently expanding into Eastern Europe, 
offering high-end fashion for men with non-standard sizes internationally.
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Ask 1,500 successful online shops such as maskworld.com, sugarshape.de and
powerbar.eu or simply find your answer under:

This is what you as an online vendor should ask yourself:

How can I 
make up to 
half a million 
Euro more 
per year?

Contact our warehouse logistics experts:
Phone: +49(0)89 961 60 61 - 71
Email:  info@descartes.com

www.pixi.eu/success

sensitive as plus sizes. Good service forms the basis of any 
good business and must never be considered a bonus or luxury. 
Customers in the premium segment have come to expect one 
thing: comprehensive advice and support. That is how services 
associated with brick-and-mortar retailers have suddenly become 
essential factors for the success of a company’s online business. 

High service level as a sales driver
HIRMER BIG AND TALL is collaborating with two partners 
to strengthen its position in the international market: the 
language service provider (LSP) Eurotext AG and the fulfilment 
specialist Salesupply offer support for the Munich-based fashion 
house, driving the traditional retailer’s internationalisation 
strategy with renowned and trans-national expertise. 

Since the importance of customer satisfaction has increased 

significantly in e-commerce, HIRMER BIG AND TALL offer 
their online shopping experience and their customer services in 
different languages. Although customers are usually acquired 
with a single investment, they must be satisfied in order to 
stay and shop again – and rightly so. In the past, many online 
shops were pragmatic, using Google Translate to solve language 
issues – customers expect a lot more today, especially if the 
communication concerns a sensitive topic. Good dialogue can 
make or break a business.

Clothes make the man – Choose. Try. Wear.
HIRMER caters to men of size who are not content with off-
the-rack clothing that does not suit them. Instead, shoppers find 
German and international top brands in sizes that fit perfectly. 
HIRMER allows men to find their own personal style – both 
online and offline. ••

~ HIRMER ~
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~ Viking ~
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REDECORATING 
THE OFFICE

Text: Nico Hoeijmans // Photos: Viking

Born in the USA
Office Depot, traditionally a paper catalogue company, 
was founded in the USA in 1986. From there, the busi-

ness expanded into Europe, starting in the United Kingdom 
(1990). In 1998, the company merged with Viking Direct and a 
year later, the Viking brand launched its first European website 
for consumers and businesses in the UK. In 2017, the European 
division of the company was bought by the Aurelius Group, and 
became its own entity. The company is now an European entity, 
not anymore owned by the US company, mainly in the UK and 
the Netherlands. From the main offices in Leicester, UK, and 
Venlo, the Netherlands, the company focuses on several Euro-
pean countries (the UK, Ireland, the BeNeLux, and the DACH-
region) while other European countries are serviced locally.  

While centralising, Office Depot decided to change their strategy 
of working with partners to having more capacity in-house and 
focusing to become an omni-channel company. Because of this, 
Office Depot opened its own Digital Innovation centre close to 
London, where their IT-department has been working on the 
replatforming. “We decided to start from scratch, and to have 
this knowledge in-house. It took us a couple of years to make 
this come true and attract talented, new, digital-savvy employees,” 
Staes states. “For us, it was a complete change of mind. In the past, 
we approached our customers via catalogues. It was the way it was 
done and appreciated by consumers in these days. In our current 
strategy, we first focus on online, even though we keep other 

touch points with our customers in place to service them in their 
preferred way. That was quite a different mindset, requiring the 
best-of-class technology and commercial skills.”

Online first
In 2015, Office Depot started experimenting with its online-
first strategy in a relatively close market: Austria. “Starting our 
omni-channel approach in Austria, a smaller market with high 
online affinity for us, we were convinced we could handle possible 
challenges and get to know the online business better,” Staes 
explains. “Learning a lot about our omni-channel approach was 
learning about our online platform! Our old platform was built on 
the idea of offline activities, so we needed to change and create a 
model to do online business. Learning had its ups and downs, as 
we had done offline business for years, centred in our organisation 
and very difficult to change, but we managed to do it.”

Challenges were numerous. Rebuilding the platform was one 
thing, but the Viking platform was indexed well in Google, 
and the company did not wish to start from scratch to create 
this kind of authority. “We needed to link our new platform 
to our PIM (Product Information Management) systems. 
We added new products, which was challenging, as we had to 
build up authority in these fields. What would we do with our 
meta-descriptions for these articles?” Staes sums up some of the 
challenges the company faced. “Now, we are working on imple-
menting our marketing strategies for our customers, thinking 

~ Viking ~

Furniture, desktop items, note blocks, ink: everything you need at the office can be bought 
online. And it is actually very easy to do. Office Depot Europe with its brand Viking, is such 
an online supplier. We talk to Sofie Staes, Director Online Marketing and Sales Europe at 
Office Depot, to learn about the transformation of this traditional international catalogue 
company into an online multi-channel B2B and B2C player. 
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about how we can be as clear and transparent as possible.” From 
there, Office Depot has been launching its new platform in other 
markets, with the UK as latest addition in September 2018. “We 
learned from every launch in every country, making our next 
launch easier. We noticed the recovery period was shorter, as we 
were able to put the platform in the market much better with 
each launch, and therefore could further optimise sales opportu-
nities,” says Staes. 

In-house power
Having a Digital Innovation and Delivery department in-house 
makes things easier for Office Depot. “When starting our replat-
forming strategy, we decided to insource several departments,” 
explains Staes. This meant setting up their own customer service 
department as well. “We noticed our customer service partner 
had lost the connection with our customers in some ways. It was 
much more difficult to teach the customer service agents our way 
of working and our consumer approach. With our own team we 
can do this better, improving on quality, transparency and the 
customer relationship.” 

As B2B brand, Office Depot has their account managers in the 
field and on the phone, as it aims for the larger B2B custom-
ers. The Viking platform focuses more on SMEs and the B2C 
market – the site is available for both shoppers. “We changed our 
perspective from offline to online acquisition, which was a major 
change for us. A completely different way of working, with a 
lot of advantages, which required some initial changes. It has 
changed the way account managers and customer service agents 
work. New personas for our online platform had to be created. 

Offline, our average clients were about 45-year-old. Online, we 
saw a decrease in age. We noted that the standards for these 
younger, online consumers were higher, as well as their demands. 
One size no longer fitted all,” Staes reflects. “Something we 
are currently working on is to further optimise the personal 
customer journey.”

Focus on mobile
A second important factor for Office Depot is focusing on 
mobile. “Four in ten searches on our shop start on a mobile 
device. Interestingly, conversion still takes place on desktop de-
vices,” says Staes. That is why the Viking platform these days is 
completely responsive. “It is our job to see how we can serve our 
consumers best through our mobile channel to increase conver-
sion here,” she states. 

To see how the mobile platform can further be developed, 
Viking partnered with Google. “It is a necessity to invest in 
mobile and UX, as it is the future, not only for us but in general. 
Currently, we are looking into accelerated mobile pages, speed 
improvement recommendations, voice search and much more, 
especially since Google introduced mobile indexing. You have to, 
if you want to expand your business.”  

Fulfilling delivery needs
An important aspect for any retailer, whether your focus is on B2B 
or B2C sales, is the delivery. Office Depot generally delivers next 
day. “Our warehouse in Germany is located in Grossostheim. We 
invested in state-of-the-art technology and people. This way, we 
can service our most important markets the next day,” Staes says. 
“We want to innovate further, going to same-day delivery. It is one 
of the reasons we mirror ourselves on large platforms like Ama-
zon. Their focus is more towards this kind of delivery as well, and 
it is highly likely that same-day might become the new standard. 
We want to be on top of this, without losing our aim to deliver 
a very high-quality service. As we are expanding the number of 
SKUs in our assortment, it must remain possible to deliver quickly 
and make it as convenient for our customers as possible. That is 
why we are integrating a full track-and-trace, and investing on 
the last-mile delivery quality while trying to be available for our 
customers through every channel possible.”

Widening into the future
Office Depot has been around the block for quite some time, 
even though online is a new field. “Our brand names are well-
known in the market and all investments we do in our platform 
are steps to become more omni-channel, to be more attractive to 
customers in need of our products. That is why we are invest-
ing in new kinds of product markets we could enter, to widen 
our offer and focus on new businesses. We aim for a full-service 
proposition: not just to offer office supplies, but offer a full-
service concept and remain innovative. Even though competition 
is rough, both horizontal and vertical, we know our service is of 
very high standards and now that we are fully in control in all 
our departments, we believe we have a position in the market in 
which we can remain successful.” ••

~ Viking ~
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This is largely due to changes in the market – products 
no longer follow the average lifecycle of four years. Th e 
rise of marketplaces and C2C selling platforms means 

that products are  around for longer and even resurface after 
many years.

While I understand this is largely uninteresting to many, we 
took it as an opportunity to fi nd out how many businesses are 
aware of the basics rules of allocating a GTIN to a product 
and when you need to put a new one on a product if you make 
certain changes to it. So, we gave our members a little test in the 
form of a fi ve-question quiz.

After collating the results, we discovered that a third of partici-
pants had failed. Without question, these rules need to become 
embedded into the processes of retailers selling their own-brand 
products and businesses that are brands and manufacturers 
themselves.

When do I change a GTIN? 
Th ere are three guiding principles that form the questions you 
should ask yourself that will determine whether you need a new 
identifi er on your products or not:

1.  Is a consumer and/or trading partner expected  to 
distinguish the changed product from previous 
/ current products

2.   Is there a regulatory or liability disclosure 
requirement to the consumer and/or trading 
partner?

3.  Is there a substantial impact to the sup-
ply chain (e.g. how the product is shipped, 
stored, received)?

If one or more of these guiding principles apply, then a GTIN 
change is required.

Failing to adhere to these rules can cause issues throughout the 
supply chain, with regulatory requirements and dissatisfi ed cus-
tomers among a few of the major problems you could encoun-

ter. In fact, to fi nd out just how often people are encountering 
serious issues in the market, we asked our member base. Th e 
results are below.

If you want to take the quiz and test your knowledge, have a look 
here: https://www.gs1uk.org/bossing-the-basics  

Advanced class
We also have an advanced quiz to test your knowledge on how 
to measure products.  Sounds simple, I hear you say! Well, we are 
only seeing a 23% pass rate on this. 

Th ere are some tricky shapes out there – take Babybel cheeses, 
for example. What’s the correct dimension for the height of a 
wax-packed Dutch snackette? Take our quiz and fi nd out!
If you are experiencing any of the issues we have talked about 
or would like to know more or perhaps even attend a training 
course, please get in touch. We are off ering an exclusive discount 
for CBM readers – email training@gs1uk.org, quoting the code 
CBM18 for 50 per cent off . ••

Th ere are some changes happening in the product identifi er world – from 1 January 2019, you’ll never be able to 
reuse a Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) again. Simply put, this means that you cannot apply a GTIN you have 
already used to another product once the original has been discontinued. 

~ Lorna Beament ~

Lorna is an experienced ecommerce professional working for GS1UK, the standards or-

ganisation behind the barcode. She managed multiple marketplaces for several global 

brands over the years giving a well rounded background in international and cross-

border trading before moving to a non for profi t to focus on helping SMEs to grow their 

businesses through online channels.

COLUMN
GTIN RULES ARE CHANGING, BUT DID YOU KNOW THEM IN THE FIRST PLACE? 
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KUIU 

HUNTING 
THE GLOBAL 
MARKET
Text: Nico Hoeijmans // Photos: Paul Bride

Climbers versus hunters
“The idea for a new brand in hunting apparel started 
with the frustration of barely being able to survive 

at 6,000 feet when hunting, whereas mountain climbers were 
conquering Mount Everest and could deal with the same 
kind of weather conditions and temperatures, or worse. That 
is when the premise of a protective line of hunting apparel, 
based on mountain climbing, came to life,” Patrick Mayer 
says. “That idea became Sitka, which dominated the world of 
hunting gear. It was a retail model, where the company deliv-
ered products to retailers who were selling it in their stores.” 
Even though investors entered the company, Jason Hairston 

felt something was missing. “The downside of a retail model 
is that there are always price constraints. This meant products 
could be improved but then they would become too expensive 
for retailers.” Not long after, an investor took over the com-
pany and Hairston focused himself on a new business model. 
“One without the retailer,” explains Mayer.

Building KUIU: do your research
With the ambition of creating the best hunting apparel in the 
world, Hairston started the blog “Building KUIU”. On this 
blog, he explained what he wanted, asked visitors for their 
opinion on functionalities of possible products and gathered 

~ KUIU ~

American brand KUIU, founded by Jason Hairston, started as a blog. In this blog, Hairston 
described how he started a different company first – Sitka, which also focused on hunting 
apparel and gear – which did not work out as he had imagined, despite its success. When 
he stepped down in 2009, Hairston started thinking about what he wanted to change. That 
was when the idea for KUIU was born. Fast forward nine years and KUIU has expanded 
its business worldwide, with a fully localised experience in 37 markets, including America, 
Canada, Australia and Europe. Patrick Mayer, Public & Media Relations Manager at KUIU, 
tells us all about this international expansion.
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an enormous amount of data and input. “He learned that 
people wanted certain clothes to be waterproof, while others 
wanted to have pockets and so forth,” explains Mayer. In the 
years that followed, the company grew steadily, making sure 
people believed in the products that were going to be created. 
“People basically bought our products without seeing the 
finished product. By being clear in what a product contains, 
how it is made, what materials are used, by being completely 
transparent throughout the whole process we built a bond of 
trust with our target audience,” says Mayer. “After that, we 
could slowly start adding stock keeping units to our shop.”

Going abroad
As KUIU’s popularity in the US began to grow, the company 
realised there was potential for the same growth in interna-
tional markets. KUIU is currently available worldwide, but 
specifically targets shoppers in 37 countries that show the 
most demand. That transition could not have happened un-
aided. “When we first started looking abroad, we added local 
representatives. They were mostly dedicated customers who 
reached out to us, helped us at trade shows, distributed cata-
logues and so on. These representatives helped us overcome 
local challenges and better understand how we could establish 
a foothold in these countries as fast as possible, which was 
key to our cross-border strategy,” Mayer says.

There are many challenges when expanding an e-commerce 
business across borders: laws and regulations, duties, local 
cultures and language, logistical challenges, shipping time-
frames. “It is one of the reasons we enlisted the help of global 
e-commerce provider, eShopWorld. eShopWorld has local-
ised the look and feel of our website and checkout for each 

country. Their platform streamlines the cross-border complex-
ity, including duty and tax calculations, customs regulations, 
payments and fraud, global fulfilment and customer service. 
With these aspects of our business taken care of, we can focus 
on our products and marketing. It makes it possible for us to 
offer a fully localised shopper experience in all countries, and 
it was this integration that helped us enter foreign markets 
much faster and more efficiently than if we had done it 
alone,” Mayer explains.

“One of the major benefits of working with partners is that 
they have a lot of knowledge about the markets we want to 
enter. Thanks to this, we better understand our international 
customers, in turn providing them with the tailored, personal-
ised service they expect,” explains Mayer. Overall, the efforts 
of KUIU and its partners have helped to realise their cross-
border strategy.

A bright looking future
KUIU is already looking forward, augmenting the initial 
launch of fourteen localised experiences with the recent 
launch of another 23 countries through eShopWorld, among 
them Japan, Italy, Finland, and Portugal. “Planning our 
growth and expansion is a never-ending pursuit, as it is our 
aim to provide the highest quality apparel and gear. We will 
continue to sell direct to consumer at the best possible prices, 
without compromising the quality of our products,” states 
Mayer. “We will stay true to our philosophy of providing full 
transparency to our customers about our business and what 
we are doing. Our goal is to become the global leader for 
outdoor and hunting apparel and equipment.” ••

~ KUIU ~
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THE 2021 VAT 
REFORM OF 
DISTANCE 

SALES

As of the 1st of January 2021, the European Union will 
introduce a major reform of the VAT rules concern-
ing intra-EU distance selling of consumer goods. � e 

reform will be based on the following pillars:

•  VAT will become applicable in the EU state of destination of 
the goods for those merchants making more than €10,000 of 

intra-EU sales during the year; 
•  � e current cross-border threshold system will be repealed;  
•  Merchants will be able to report and pay VAT in all the EU 

owing to the Mini One Stop Shop (MOSS) already in place 
for supplies of digital services, without the need of holding 
multiple VAT numbers; 

•  � e existing VAT exemption on imports of small consignments 

Spotlight on ...

Text: Alan Rhode, Co-Founder Taxmen
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~ Spotlight on ~

will be abolished and a new import scheme introduced;
•  Marketplaces will become directly liable for VAT on imports 

with a value not exceeding €150.

� e main purposes of this wide and ambitious reform are to 
reduce the hefty VAT-compliance costs borne by European 
online merchants, by one side, and to tackle the current trend of 
VAT-evasion on distance sales, on the other.

Under the current framework, merchants making distance sales 
to consumers in another EU state that exceed a specifi c yearly 
revenue threshold, usually ranging from €35,000 to €100,000 
based on the EU state of destination, are required to register for 
and pay VAT in the EU state of destination of shipments. 

It is an extremely costly requirement for businesses; according 
to the VAT reform’s impact assessment carried out by the EU 
Commission, it is estimated that “the costs for complying with 
VAT obligations are on average €8 000 annually for each Mem-
ber State which a business supplies to.” 

� e obligation for EU sellers to follow the invoicing and record 
keeping regulations of the EU state where VAT is due, instead 
of their home country rules, make compliance with the current 
rules even harder. Indeed, there are still signifi cant discrepancies 
between the rules applying in the various EU states: for instance, 
while most countries require sellers to issue invoices on distance 
sales, (e.g. France), others do not, (e.g. Italy). 

From 2021, merchants making intra-community distance sales 
for at least €10,000 in the solar year will apply VAT on cross 
border B2C shipments in the EU state of destination of the 
shipments. However, they will not be required to apply for a 
VAT number and carry out VAT fi lings in the latter EU state: 
the MOSS will enable merchants to report and pay VAT in all 
Europe by using a single electronic interface.

On the contrary, merchants making intra-community distance 
sales for fewer than €10,000, or the equivalent in national cur-
rency, in the calendar year (and in the previous calendar year) 
will treat those sales as domestic sales in the Member State 
where the goods are dispatched from. 

It is positive that the 2021 VAT reform also includes provisions 
that allow EU sellers to apply their home country rules. � is will 
apply in areas such as invoicing and record keeping in order to 
make VAT compliance easier and less of a burden. 

Another pillar of the 2021 VAT reform is the removal of the 
import VAT exemption. Starting from 1983, consignments sup-
plied directly from non-EU countries to EU consumers with a 
value below Euro 10/22 (depending on the EU state of import) 
are import VAT-exempt. 

As acknowledged by the EU Commission, the small consign-
ment threshold, “was introduced as a simplifi cation measure to 

avoid that too much time is devoted by customs administra-
tions and economic operators to the customs clearance of low 
value goods.”

In time, owing to the growth of e-commerce, the number of par-
cels benefi ting from the exemption has increased dramatically. 
� is trend has led to a signifi cant dispersion of VAT revenues for 
EU States. Moreover, it is increasingly evident that some non-
EU sellers abuse the threshold by under-declaring the value of 
goods to keep the latter within the exemption amount. 

� us, the small consignment exemption has become a source 
of complaint by EU businesses, which rightfully feel to be at a 
competitive disadvantage towards non-EU businesses. 

As a solution, the 2021 VAT reform envisages:

•  � e complete removal of the existing VAT exemption for the 
importation of small consignments from non-EU suppliers;

•  A new import scheme for distance sales of goods in consign-
ments of intrinsic value not exceeding €150 from non-EU 
countries;

•  � e introduction of a simplifi ed arrangement for global dec-
laration and payment of import VAT when the new import 
scheme does not apply.

Under the new import scheme, non-EU sellers will have to 
identify themselves for VAT purposes in at least one EU state, 
designated by the seller under one of the alternative criteria 
indicated by the VAT reform.  Following VAT identifi cation, the 
non-EU seller will be able to declare and pay import VAT on 
shipments destined to European consumers by fi ling quarterly 
VAT returns through an extension of the MOSS.  

Unlike today, VAT will be collected at the point of sale by sellers 
or marketplaces. � ese consignments will then benefi t from a 
fast-track customs mechanism. 

Indeed, inbound shipments will no longer be subject to payment 
of VAT at the moment of importation. VAT will become charge-
able at the precedent time when the online payment has been 
accepted and will be subsequently reported in the relevant VAT 
return through the extended MOSS.

� e €150 customs duty threshold will remain in place.
 
Overall, it is a reform that will make life easier for European 
merchants, VAT-wise, and, most likely, curb VAT evasion on 
imports from outside the EU. ••

Alan Rhode is a co-founder at Taxmen, the one-stop-shop for 
legal and tax services to the e-Commerce industry.
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� e Cross-Border Magazine is a Salesupply initiative which is carried out as a joint project 
with our valued partners; PayPal, Intershop, Ecommerce Europe, eShopWorld, Bleckmann, 

eTail and many more.

� e magazine can only exist if we can rely on strong partners who like to share their experencies and know-how 
about cross-border topics. Sharing knowledge is key for helping e-merchants become more successfull abroad 

and will directly eff ect the growth of their business. 

JOIN US ON OUR JOURNEY TO BUILD A COMMUNITY OF CROSS-BORDER 
EXPERTS, SUPPLIERS AND BRANDS TO CONTINUE MAKING THIS MAGAZINE AN 

INVALUABLE SOURCE OF CROSS-BORDER INSIGHTS AND INSPIRATION!

GET IN TOUCH: INFO@CROSS-BORDER-MAGAZINE.COM
WWW.CROSS-BORDER-MAGAZINE.COM

BECOME A PARTNER
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